To maintain Dartmouth’s long tradition of need-blind admissions, contributions to financial aid are essential, especially when you consider that more than half of the current student body receives some sort of financial assistance. Dartmouth is need-blind in admissions and guarantees to meet 100 percent of demonstrated need for all four years. In other words, we guarantee a student will not be denied admission or have to forfeit staying at Dartmouth all four years, because they can’t afford it.

**Make a difference in the life of a talented student**

The need for financial aid grows each year—as does the cost. The average aid package for undergraduates is $59,793.

The Dartmouth College Fund offers a unique opportunity for alumni, parents, and friends to be directly involved with, and have impact on, the life of a promising student.

The Dartmouth College Fund Scholar program offers you a way to support students during their study. Contribute $50,000 or more to the Dartmouth College Fund in support of financial aid, and a member of the junior or senior class will be designated for one year as a recipient of a scholarship in your name. Each gift fully counts towards Dartmouth class and Fund goals.

**Learn about your scholar**

Your Dartmouth College Fund Scholar is selected during early fall following the fiscal year in which your gift was made. Information about your student is sent to you in late fall.

**Did you know?**

Your generosity gives students the tools to make a difference in the world. We ask you to consider a gift of $50,000 or more to help students continue on their academic journey.

Each gift benefits class, reunion, and Fund totals. Corporate matching gifts can be included to reach the scholarship level, and Dartmouth couples can make a joint gift to support a scholar.

**Make your Dartmouth College Fund gift today.**

Give online: dartgo.org/scholar

Phone: 603-646-3621